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AM5/AM4
LGA 1700/1150/1151/1155/1156/2011/2066/1200 
190W
120 x 120 x 25mm
800 - 1800 ± 10% RPM
70 CFM
PWM
18.0 - 32.5 dB (A)
included
120 x 75 x 155mm
619g

M704
XC051
4044953501340

Performance A+ Series

Multi-Sockel CPU Cooler M704
The M704 is the first CPU cooler to widening the 
Performance A+ series. Just like the power supplies, this 
CPU cooler is completely black, with a red fan. The M704 
has four equally black, extremely efficient heat pipes, 
which allow for a cooling capacity of up to 190W.

The red 120mm PWM fan completes the CPU cooler, 
which is especially appropriate for gaming systems with 
potent multicore processors. 

Thanks to the multi-socket design, the cooler can be 
applied on all current AMD and Intel sockets. Included in 
the scope of delivery is, besides heatsink and 120mm 
PWM fan, mounting material for sockets 
LGA 1700/1150/1151/1155/1156/2011/2066/1200 and 
AM5/AM4, illustrated assembly instructions as well as a 
tube of thermal paste. 

Product Features
- Classy black design
- Silent, hydro bearing 120mm PWM-fan
- Black heat-sink
- Four black 6mm copper heat pipes for better heat flow
- Fin Design for high airflow and efficient cooling of the CPU and surrounding components
- Slight overhang of the fan avoids hotspots
- Possible mounting of the fan on both  sides of the heat sink
- Suitable for all current AMD and INTEL sockets

Sockets 

CPU max. Watt  
Fan Size 
Fan Speed 
Air Flow
Fan Control
Noise Level 
Thermal Paste
Dimensions (H/W/D) 
Weight
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